BIA: Behavior Identification Algorithm using Unsupervised Learning Based on Sensor Data for Home Elderly.
Behavior identification plays an important role in supporting homecare for the elderly living alone. In literature, plenty of algorithms have been designed to identify behaviors of the elderly by learning features or extracting patterns from sensor data. However, most of them adopted probabilistic models or supervised learning to identify behaviors based on labeled sensor data. This paper proposes a behavior identification algorithm (BIA) using unsupervised learning based on unlabeled sensor data for the elderly living alone in smart home. This paper presents the observation of elder behaviors with three features: Event Order, Time Length Similarity and Time Interval Similarity features. Based on these features of behavior observations, two properties of behaviors, including the Event Shift and Histogram Shape Similarity properties, are presented. According to these properties, the proposed BIA is developed. Finally, performance results show that the proposed BIA outperforms the existing unsupervised machine learning mechanisms in terms of the behavior identification precision and recall.